SSL PINWHEEL SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
For the 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 shell pinwheels
Thank you for your purchase.

The configuration of the SSL Pinwheel has multiple options. A combination of the round holes and slotted
holes can be used to mount a SSL2. The slotted holes can also be used for mounting ELS forks or other
mounting options. The extended edge can be mounted up or down as you wish. As illustrated above, each
SSL2 is supplied with two T-nuts and threaded fasteners. Once configured properly, tighten slightly. Position
the pinwheel on the belt and orient the angle of the SSL2 to your liking. We find that the straighter the wrist
remains during the grab, the faster and more consistent you can be. When the geometry is how you like it,
tighten the fastener. The T-nut will pull into the hole in the bar of the SSL during tightening and it actually has
an interference fit.
Web: www.CarbonArms.us Twitter: @Markpcolo
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/markpcolo?feature=mhum
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